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The Most Popular Styles for
Kitchen Door Fronts

With so many styles and designs to choose from for your cupboard kitchen door
fronts, it can be a bit tricky to know where to start when it comes to settling on the
final look. After all, it needs to be a style that all the family like as the made-to-
measure doors will last for years. And because the kitchen is one of the most
important rooms in the house (it’s where the food is, after all), your chosen theme will
need to be one that doesn’t date. To help you settle on the choice that’s right for you
and your family, we’ve put together some of the most popular styles available right
now.

Country Range (View Range)

Available in hand-crafted solid wood in several natural shades, the country style gives
an air of rustic sophistication to any size kitchen. For larger kitchens, go for darker
woods such as walnut or mahogany, or limed oak if you want to combine country
charm with an elegant finish. Alternatively, some doors can be painted in a shade of
your choice, so if you are a fan of a certain wood but want it painted in a shade to go
with the rest of the kitchen, you only need to ask.

Kensington Range (View Range)

For a beautifully crafted series of kitchen cupboard doors that give a real sense of
elegance to your kitchen, the Kensington Range has proved hugely popular over the
years. Crafted using wood-effect vinyl, the individually carved door designs can be
created in stunning patterns and styles such as Cathedral Arch, Truro Square or Twin
Panel. And because it’s a vinyl finish, it’s a look that appears more expensive than it
actually is – a great choice for anyone wanting a sophisticated look at an affordable
price.

Chatsworth Range (View Range)

The ultimate in contemporary elegance, many people go for the Chatsworth Range
because of its refreshingly modern feel which looks great in a wide range of kitchens,
from the most compact to the most spacious. And with nine different styles to choose
from within such an ultra-modern range, it’s a case of picking your favourite colour
like maroon, vanilla or black to go with a hand-crafted door design that will give your
kitchen an instant lift.

Oxford Range (View Range)

For anyone wanting to add a splash of colour to their kitchen, the Oxford range is the
ultimate in stylish chic with a contemporary twist. Depending on your kitchen size,
some bright, bold colours can look really fun and tasteful when teamed with the right
accessories and appliances, but as with everything, it’s important not to go overboard
on the colour. The most popular choices are the ones that don’t overwhelm the true
character of a kitchen, so choosing your hand painted doors in either deep red, fresh
white or royal blue shades can work really well in conjunction with well-chosen
worktop surfaces of neutral shades.

View all of our ranges or see our individual kitchen doors
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